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Lani speaking to you. Are you ready to put aside
your daily activities and identifying you as the
particular named person, and to allow your body to
be comfortable so that the true essence of you can
come with me and assemble in the receiving area
of the Station of Light? This again is for renewal for
you, renewing your energy field. Perhaps you have
the sense of renewing a contract of some sort that
you made to be here at this time and to assist the
expansion of consciousness. Perhaps you are here
for a different reason.
As you assemble here, you may already be sensing
the shift in energy around you and so the Beings
will come forward who exist in this interdimensional Station of Light.

“We welcome you again into
this space, dear one. Orem
addressing you and your
presence is requested, which
is why you have come into
this space again. Perhaps
some of you are newly
presenting yourself here and
for others it is a reminder and
again answering the call to
be present.
The purpose for this is so that you are aware of the
shifting parameters around you, in the sense that
they are not physical boundaries or limits. They are
indeed energy fields that you need to work through,
to sometimes understand what those energy fields
are and therefore in so doing, you are identifying
yourself as that aspect of Creation who made the
agreement and chose to come forward at this time.
In the process of coming forward, as we speak
these words, you will be identifying yourself as a
Galactic Being of Light, recognizing the energy field
of you as Light, which is an energy system, and the
energy system may be revealing itself in particular
elements that could be described as colours, or
vibrations. The overlaying, or the main energy
system of you, will be one strong, energy field which
allows you to resonate and connect more strongly
with your original place of existence. It was from
that original place of existence that we continue to
refer to as your Point of Origin, that you chose to
come into Earth at this time and you chose to bring
with you particular aspects, particular concepts and
codes which are already outlining and bringing into
a stronger formation the construction of the cities of
light.
What you are bringing through is potential and the
already formulated matrix of energy for the
stabilization, initially, of the conditions that are out
of balance around the planetary system and around
some members of humanity and after the
stabilization occurs, you find revealed to you more
opportunities, more aspects of a higher evolved
system of support and provisioning for all that is
required for the sustenance of the population as it

is at present and to promote and to reveal the
portals through which people will be moving to
identify their places of essential places of
existence, in relation to your energetic field. It is
worked out in that regard to what you identify with
most.
Even here, as you are present in the Station with
us, you are resonating with an individual field for
your ongoing existence. We offer you the
opportunity to discern the different portals that you
resonate with and always through the particular
portals which relate to your original existence, you
are drawn to that, and in that way any resistances,
doubts, anything that may be restricting you from
fully connecting back to that original purpose will
also be loosened from your energy field and in a
sense, they become dissolved, because their
existence is not part of the original pattern of
existence which you are identifying with and
bringing into manifestation in some dimensional
field of existence.
You may rightly discern from this that not all of that
higher field of existence will manifest on Earth as it
is at present, so you are taking the opportunity
presented to you to exist in a co-existence at the
present portal opening in the dimension that you
are recognizing is right for you. It is this coexistence through the movement through
dimensions that you are involved in currently and
this may be why you sometimes fall back into old
humanistic egotistical patterns and at other times
you are clearly in that greater energetic field of your
greatness, of your pure essence.
Take this opportunity to strengthen this through you
and to feel the energetic chords being strengthened
and this also will be clearing from you some
elements that you accumulate through your daily
patterns of existence through the environment,
perhaps through the air, perhaps through what is
present in your current environment. You are given
the pureness at this time and that in turn activates
a stronger energetic process throughout your
normal physiological processes.

This is everything that you need that you are
drawing upon in this moment.
Moving deeply now into another gathering space in
the Station, you will be observing many areas
coordinating some energy pockets to be presented
to some of the Beings around the planet who are
needing to understand more of the higher process
of evolution that is required. Also, energy is
presented to those ones who are not yet aware that
they have the ability to draw on the pure aspects of
creation to facilitate cleanliness, to facilitate a
wholistic pattern of life, which is something you are
familiar with. Help, therefore, you will see is being
provided. It is recognized by those who are ready
to receive it, to understand this new level which is
coming forward into manifestation.
So, feel you are connecting with what is appropriate
for you and you are connecting with the areas that
are presented around the planet that you are
assisting simply by the level of your current
consciousness. You may be aware of the energy
field, that matrix around the planet and around the
particular solar system you are in, receiving more
concepts of upliftment. You have done this work
yourself mostly in other patterns of existence where
you have observed what is being experienced by
the citizens of different land masses and in
observation, you are also presenting the higher
field of potential, in the same way that the higher
field of potential exists around this planet-being
named Earth, currently.
What is required is an alignment and repositioning
through the dimensional portals to allow the
strengthening of this to come through so that lower
fields of consciousness will recognize this support
and help.
Much of this potential and energy system is also
incorporated into the energy of the structures that
humankind has put up into the atmosphere around
the planet. It is all receiving the higher potential field
and this can be engaged, because everything that
is encircling the planet has an energy field.

Therefore, when you realise the higher concept of
the potential of higher evolved systems is
connecting into what has been presented up there,
you will realise there are many mechanisms of
support coming forward. Already many of the
creators of such mechanisms are changing in their
consciousness field of realization to alter some
schematics so that the higher field is incorporated
into what has been manifested already.
There is a correlation between your individual
energy field and structure receiving the higher
energy potential that you brought forth from your
original point of existence and you know that your
everyday daily circumstances are being upgraded
in this way.
This is what we wanted to reveal to you in this
session and I bring you back into your presence in
your beautiful body of light – your Galactic Presence
– in the receiving area of the Station.
Are you ready to continue with your agreement and
your mission in your physicality existence? This is
all with you.
We withdraw now

Orem out “

“Thank you Orem. We
are with you again as
one connection.
Ulea communicating
with you through this
vessel speaking the
words and we are able
to communicate in this
way and you may feel
the words are within
your own awareness,
within
your
own
thought
patterns
within you.
Indeed, because of your connection, you are
receiving in this way. It is the cosmic conscious
communication you are aware of.
Now you must reconnect all of this into your
physicality and you do this by being aware of the
soles of your feet, the palms of your hands in
communication with the energy matrix existing
throughout your natural kingdom on this planet. So,
become aware that you are fully connected into
your energetic form surrounding your physicality
and within it and through it.
Be aware now as you open your eyes and take in a
breath that you are fully connected into the current
time and day as you know it to be and that connects
you correctly into the dimensional portals available
to you, bringing in that energy field deeply into you.
Thank you.

Ulea out “
And so this session is complete through the Omega
Communications Portal at this time.
From my heart to you – Lani speaking –
Love and Light to you
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